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Kick-start your own recovery
The signs are that we're finally on the way up. That being the

and it will be February before you know it. You'll have missed

case, are you in a position to grab the opportunity? Finding the

the bus and your competitor will have the business.

time to get that project you've been thinking about all year up

Don't take a risk by doing nothing — take a no-risk, confidential

and running is difficult. OK, we understand. But if you don't

complimentary consultation with us now, on how to ready your

start right now to plan for the new year, then it won't happen

business for the next decade. We're ready to share our expertise

when you get back after those lazy, hazy summer days. Stop

with you — just visit our website and book a time — you'll

procrastinating! You need to be getting your plans in place

be glad you did!

NOW, otherwise you're going to be hit by the summer slumber

Click here to view more information and make contact.

In Focus
"In addition to the considerable commercial experience Dave brings to his role, he is also a gentleman of great personal integrity
and wisdom and has at times been able to offer wise counsel beyond the limits of our commercial relationship. I would have
no hesitation in recommending his services to any potential client." Click here to find out how you can form

a relationship with someone who can help.

Tip Of The Month

Joke of the month

Every profession or business has its own language used

Harry mumbled a few words in church and found himself

and understood by each particular group. But outside it,

married. He later mumbled a few words in his sleep and found

troubles start. You'll have a communications failure if the

himself divorced.

words or expressions are gibberish. Jargon abounds.
Get rid of it. Make your messages for your clients and
customers plain and simple, easy to understand, and you'll

Go to our website for your daily thought
provoking fix.

cut through marketplace clutter.

How about you? Need a kick-start but just can't find the fuel? We'd love to hear your thoughts. Send us an email here.
If you or any business colleague would like to tap into our experience, please share this newsletter. If you do not wish
to receive any further newsletters, please click here to unsubscribe. www.experienceontap.co.nz

